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in days like these...

... right before the 
morning vespers ...

... somehow they always find their 
way home ...

�is specific task surely 
requires technical know-how 
and artisanal skills... 

Another crash ...

but a direct access to the roof ... 

... can get convenient ...

... to fly away in the little hours of the 
very pink night ...

... it’s a kind of a call ...

... and it leads me down, 
deeper and deeper ...

sharing the Word is 
no simple task ...

... my call ... my destiny ...

... just let the love flow !

the very well cooled forge, 
to give our dream a shape ...

... the elevator,
to lift it up to the sky

... the hatchback,
to break it into our life ...

it’s a kind of witchcraft ...

... the replaceable units of the floating floor, to bring life 
to our love nest ...

... I simply adore the way 
this place can be adapted 
to fit all of our deepest 
desires ...

an empty space to fill with 
our love !

this one really suits on us my dear ...
.. and 
don’t 
worry 
about 
anything  
babe,
they’ll 
take care 
of us

Tower C, 6.30 AM
Love Letters from Jesus

Living on the top of tower C, sister 
Fokke lives a life of solitude and 

abnegation. She takes a big advantage 
of the rooftop - where she breeds a 

vibrant colony of doves - and the 
tower lift to deliver the love letters her 

faithful storm drops every day, right 
before the morning vespers ...

Tim van der Hayden is a student 
living in an apartment facing the 

canal, at the base of Tower C.
His story is a common one: it’s the 
story of passion and dedication, of 

decisions and changes.  �e apartment 
in which he lives evolves together with 
him, turning into a proper repair store 

able to welcome his rising attitude in 
the community.

the numbers displayed must be read as a mere possible configuration set at a certain moment in time: in fact, due to the flexibility 
given by the combination of shell and platforms - setting free the plans and their relationship with the elevations - along with the 
productive/living demand absorbed by the continuous production of utensils, can revert those parameters and configure a different 
equilibrium within the building, spreading the productive vocation of the base through the towers and vice versa, thus fading the 
two function into each other.

Base, Monday evening

Tower B, last floor and terrace

A couple of newlyweds commission a team of artisans - whose workshop 
is based in the pulsating heart of the building - the renovation of 
their upcoming love nest. Among the other possibile configurations, a 
multifuncional baldaquin named Don Giovanni, along with a fancy leopard 
version of the Bacchus triclinium, are chosen and thus prepared to be 
assembled in the apartment. An elevator is needed to bring the missing 
pieces to the relative level of the building ...

Rotor on a delivery drone just broke from 
an accidental crash. By the way, this is 

daily routine for Van Everdingen, which 
working/living unit - strategically located 

between the last slab of tower B and the sky 
- welcomes delivery drones day and night, 
fix and send them back away to the sky of 

Papaverdriehoek .

A kinf of witchcraft

A job for Van Everdingen

Tower C, apartment with a view

Don’t leave me this way ...

I’d better put myself back where I 
belong ... stop thinking of her ...

open door ... She’ll be back ...

Why don’t you turn this thing you 
do into a proper job ? Just let 

me spread 
the voice, 
the  word 
of mouth 
will do the 

rest ...

... and we will 
all ride the 

storm to answer 
our  higher 

calls ...

Riders of the storm

Ground Floor, +0,00
scale 1:500

First Floor, +4,00
scale 1:500

cross section through Tower 2 and 3First Floor, +10,00
scale 1:500 scale 1:500
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A large amount of technical solutions have been experimented 
by local businesses in Amsterdam to combine productive and 
living functions in districts based on circular economies. 
What is still missing is an architectural and urban strategy 
to achieve it.�is proposal re-signi�es the basic paradigms 
of circular economy - like updatability, adaptability, aging 
strategy, reparability and maintenance, systems thinking and 

embed them into the di�erent scales of intervention proper of 
the architectural design process.

�e three scale strategies – utensil, shell and system – can be 
expanded to the nearby areas. �ere they are declined on every 
single plot which is planned and designed maximizing its own 
characteristics and necessities.

Shell

Three strategies for Papaverdriehoek

System
An adaptive solution for both existing and new buildings Local construction systematized with a (hopefully) circular industry

�e building skin maximizes the sun-exposure/insulation 
balance. Etfe recyclability and the package of integrated 
installations - such as photovoltaic panels, rain water caption 
- makes it a crucial chapter into the circular system.

A strategy for a new construction with partial demolishment 
could integrate such an envelope in the traditional 
development of structures, while existing buildings with 
minor demolishment o�er interesting declination of this 

passage: a partial substitution of facade’s modules could bring 
an improvement in performances for old modernist building 
in the whole Buiksloterham.

Heritage buildings deserves a di�erent kind of process in 
order to keep the appearance of the original facade: the sole 
replacement of interior slabs and vertical element allows a 
mixed use of utensils for living and production. 

�e circular economy concepts re-signi�ed in the �eld of 
interaction and use of architecture are declined at three 
di�erent scales: from the utensil to the shell to the entire 
building system.

While the structure of utensils is locally produced, raw 
materials   and industrial components are distributed 
to  Papaverdriehoek from a circular manufacture industry. 

Utensils are then assembled in situ and delivered to the towers 
units through large elvators where they start to support their 
purpose, being it freely more related to living or production. 
Eventually parts will need to be updated or repaired but 
always going back to be used in a possibly in�nite loop.

�is building life is integrated with a series of technological 
solutions that makes it sustainable also in the energetic and 
consumption of resources perspective.

Utensil
A reparable and updatable tool

�e conventional strategy for a linear urban development 
need to be replaced by a cyclical system: while the envelope 
itself is meant to be simple and adaptable to di�erent 
kind of activities, each utensil is meant to be replaced 
and repaired through a recursive system of professionals 
specialized in maintaining and enhancing any of them on 
necessity of owners and users. Each one is composed by an 
easily assemblable wood and metal framework which hosts 
industrial products coming from a circular economy ready 
manufacture industry. 

�e structure is easily reparable, adaptable and locally 
updatable: the perfect framework for the second which 
provides a level of complexity that is not manageable at the 
scale of the building or the area but has to be addressed by a 
manufacture industry ready for the circular economy.

�is system has the capacity to in�uence not only they way 
interior space are used but also the way of perceiving the 
relation with it in the direction of a wiser use of space and 
material resources. 
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